Homogeneous droplet freezing in the warm cirrus regime (230 − 240 K) is investigated along idealised convective cloud trajectories using a spectral parcel model developed to accurately track droplet freezing events. The novel model is described and used to study ice formation from rapidly ascending (vertical velocity 0.6 − 6 m s −1 ) air parcels containing cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and liquid water droplets.
Introduction
Homogeneous freezing of supercooled, liquid water containing particles is the most fundamental microphysical process leading to cloud ice formation, requiring only the presence of ubiquitous cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and a dynamical forcingusually a cooling-to initiate water phase transitions. Evidence for homogeneous freezing of cloud droplets occurring at the tops of convective clouds is available from in situ measurements (Rosenfeld and Woodley 2003; Stith et al. 2014) . To reliably assess the role of heterogeneous ice nuclei (IN) in atmospheric ice formation processes, a sound understanding of homogeneous droplet freezing is essential.
examines the supersaturation history in moist adiabatic air parcels by showing that the number of nucleated ice crystals is largely determined by the condition that the rate of ice supersaturation quenching due to water vapour deposition on the newly formed ice crystals equals the rate of ice supersaturation increase due to dynamical forcing induced by a prescribed updraught speed.
According to these and a number of follow-on studies, We examine a deep convection case study of homogeneous droplet freezing, in which important variables are constrained by in situ observations. Our previous work on this issue (KS16) is taken one step further by adding effects of convectively-driven CCN activation in the simulations to explore the liquid-phase control of this ice formation pathway.
To this end, we have developed a numerical parcel model that is tailored towards an accurate treatment of ice nucleation and depositional growth from a prescribed population of CCN (that might be internally mixed with heterogeneous immersion freezing nuclei) and the supercooled cloud droplets evolving from them. Effects of CCN and IN on ice formation in mixedphase clouds have in the past been studied using a parcel model framework (Li et al. 2013 , and references therein) employing classical nucleation theory to model cloud droplet freezing with an emphasis on temperatures warmer than 240 K. The model described here has been employed to assess quantitative predictions of our theoretical considerations and to explore in greater detail the basic features of its underlying concept. It includes homogeneous freezing of supercooled aerosol particles below 230 K and can therefore also be used for future cirrus cloud studies. While we describe how immersion freezing is treated in the framework of the spectral model, detailed studies of IN effects including the competition between various ice nucleation modes will be part of future work.
The basic model equations and numerical solution methods presented here are described in Section 2. An observation-based case study is analysed and a number of sensitivity studies are carried out in Section 3. A summary of main findings and their implications for future work in Section 4 concludes this paper.
Numerical model
The spectral parcel model primeICE has been developed to treat primary ice formation processes-ice nucleation either homogeneously or heterogeneously from aqueous precursor particles and growth by uptake of water vapour-as summarised in Fig. 1 and outlined in Section 2.1. Its underlying equations and the numerical methods to solve them are described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Figure 1 . Schematic of the particle types and microphysical transformation pathways realised in the spectral parcel model primeICE. CCN are supercooled aqueous aerosol particles containing hygroscopic solutes (sol) and optionally insoluble immersion ice nuclei (ins) as dry cores (c). The solute material dissolves in the presence of condensed water creating solution droplets. Those sub µm-sized aqueous droplets equilibrate by condensation or evaporation of small amounts of water vapour in a liquid water subsaturated environment and may activate into µm-sized cloud droplets by condensing large amounts of supersaturated vapour. Together, liquid aerosol and cloud droplets are denoted as water particles (w). They may nucleate ice crystals (i) by either homogeneous or immersion freezing. Pristine ice crystals grow by deposition of water molecules at their surfaces. The reverse process, sublimation, returns water vapour back to the gas phase. Cooling or heating of air induces water phase transitions conserving total water mass and heat. Water particles and ice crystals compete for the available water vapour. Ice crystals may be removed from the parcel by sedimentation leading to a loss of total water. cold and moist conditions. Hygroscopic material dissolved in aqueous particles attracts water molecules thereby lowering the freezing temperature of pure water. In this way, homogeneous ice nucleation from supercooled solution aerosols can in the absence of liquid water supersaturation be suppressed to very low temperatures, e.g., 185 − 190 K in the winter polar stratosphere (Peter 1997) , well below the range of temperatures (≈ 235 − 239 K) where pure water droplets freeze homogeneously on short time scales (KS16).
Salient features
As opposed to homogeneous freezing-a stochastic, volumedependent process in fully liquid particles-heterogeneous ice nucleation behaviour is surface-controlled and may vary strongly between individual IN (Murray et al. 2012) . In particular, in a given time window, not all IN in a sample might nucleate ice due to inter-particle variability in their ice-nucleating properties. Ice particle growth from the vapour phase is modeled using diffusional theory including a gas kinetic correction to allow the accurate treatment of aerosol-induced ice formation. This correction introduces the deposition coefficient, defined as the ratio of the number of water molecules incorporated into the ice crystal lattice during growth and the number of water molecules impinging on the ice surface. We use constant values for the deposition coefficient although in nature it depends on ambient ice supersaturation (Zhang and Harrington 2013) , among other factors. This introduces uncertainty in ice crystal growth rates, but is unlikely to be critical for simulations of the low temperature homogeneous freezing process, since the necessary high ice supersaturation results in large values of deposition coefficients.
The removal of ice crystals from the parcel due to sedimentation is implemented in primeICE to estimate its potential Accepted Article effect on ice nucleation and growth. This requires assumptions about the vertical depth of the parcel. It seems more appropriate for that matter to perform one-dimensional simulations, but such column models require additional assumptions regarding vertical profiles of humidity and temperature. Since nucleation layers are rather shallow (some 10 m extension, KS16), a fine resolution of those vertical profiles is required. Assumptions about this fine scale structure may at this point be as arbitrary as assigning a fixed layer depth in a parcel model framework, for which reason we opt to work with the latter assumption for first exploration.
The dynamical forcing is in the current version of primeICE represented by a constant, sustained cooling rate (or an equivalent updraught speed). Although it is well recognised that in nature vertical air motions exhibit temporal variability on short time scales, the assumption of constant updraught speeds facilitates both the identification of dynamical ice formation regimes and the interpretation of simulation results.
Basic equations
In primeICE, a large set of coupled, stiff differential equations governing the temporal evolution of heat and particulate water mass during liquid and ice particle growth and ice nucleation (subscript nuc) is solved for adiabatic air parcels. Water vapour is transferred towards and away from water particles and ice crystals by condensation/evaporation (con) and deposition/sublimation (dep), respectively. The principle variables describing the water budget are size-dependent particle mass mixing ratios, q, and particle number mixing ratios, η, quantifying the condensed water mass and the particle number per unit mass of air, respectively. Details of the spectral representation of these particle mixing ratios are provided in Section 2.3. Both q and η are invariant under adiabatic change and are used to build particle size distributions.
The evolution of absolute temperature, T , embodies variations in the heat budget arising from dynamical (external) forcing and diabatic (internal) processes due to water phase transitions.
The forcing also controls the rate of change of air pressure, p. Subscripts v, w, i, c indicate water vapour, liquid supercooled water (or water particles), ice water (or ice crystals) and particle core material, respectively (Fig. 1) . Non-aqueous cores in aerosol particles include soluble matter (s) and insoluble immersion nuclei (in). Particle number mixing ratios per unit mass of air are defined by η = n/ρa with the particle number concentrations per unit volume of air, n, and the mass density of air, ρa. Mass mixing ratios for particulate components with single particle volumes, V , and bulk mass densities, ρ, are defined by q = ρV η.
Hygroscopic growth of CCNs is simulated in primeICE employing a parametric water activity model based on Köhler theory (Petters and Kreidenweis 2007) . In the κ-Köhler model, the liquid water vapour saturation pressure over solution droplets is parameterised using the water activity, aw, in the form
with the single particle core volume Vc = V sol + V ins and where We adopt conservation laws governing the temporal evolution of all water phases and heat in moist air adiabatic parcels accounting for ice nucleation-induced water phase transitions.
Owing to the short ice formation time scales, radiation-induced
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The evolution of air pressure is given by the hydrostatic
where γ = 3.5 is the adiabatic index, Γa is the dry adiabatic lapse rate and w > 0 is the assumed updraught speed. Equation (2) allows us to compute the air mass density from the ideal gas law, ρa = p/(RaT ), with the specific gas constant for air, Ra.
The transfer of heat between the water phases is embodied in the heat balance equation
introducing dimensionless latent heats, θ, normalised by RwT with the gas constant for water vapour, Rw and ϵ = Ra/Rw = 0.622. The first term on the right hand side is the dry adiabatic cooling rate and the other terms account for diabatic heating or cooling due to water phase changes, where θ f = θ i − θw is the normalised latent heat of fusion. The sums run over all sizes for each particle type. We recall that q and η mark spectral particle mixing ratios defining the particle size distributions shown later in this study and do not represent total (size-integrated) values.
Sizes of water particles and ice crystals are derived from the respective total (water and core) single particle volumes ∝ q/η:
and are interpreted as radii of volume-equivalent spheres.
The rates of change of condensate due to phase transitions are given by
(5b)
Uptake rates, Z, of water molecules on CCN, cloud droplets and ice crystals of a given size are governed by diffusional growth laws corrected for latent heating/cooling and non-continuum (gas kinetic) effects: 
where D is the diffusion coefficient of water molecules in air and n is the number concentration of particles with size r. Moreover, B corrects the uptake rate for latent heating; β corrects for surface attachment effects becoming important for particles with sizes similar to the mean free path of water molecules in air, to which λ, containing the deposition coefficient, is proportional; C is the dimensionless capacitance factor [capacitance normalised by volume-equivalent radii from Eq. (4)] accounting for particle shape effects. Equations (6a) and (7) calculate both, growth of non-activated aqueous aerosol particles and cloud water droplets.
Ice nucleation in water particles changes the water and ice mass mixing ratios, qw and q i , according to This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
Accepted Article core mass mixing ratios (subscript i, c) follow from
Ice crystals are removed from the parcel by sedimentation according to
where v t is the size-dependent terminal fall speed of ice crystals and δz is the prescribed depth of the supersaturated vertical layer the crystals fall into, which is typically larger than the freezing layer depth. The factor 2 accounts for a an assumed homogeneous ice crystal distribution in the layer, which means that the average distance ice crystals must settle before being Water vapour saturation pressures and associated latent heats of vaporisation are taken from Murphy and Koop (2005) . Water mass transfer rates from Eq. (7) are taken from Lamb and Verlinde (2011) . We use κ sol = 0.5 for the CCN hygroscopicity parameter, a value approximately midway between those for marine and continental water-soluble particles (Kreidenweis et al. 2009 ). This value is reduced ten-fold in a sensitivity study modeling rather non-hygroscopic particulate matter. We set ρ sol = 1.5 g cm −3 , for simplicity. Homogeneous freezing rates are specified in Appendix A. The deposition coefficient for uptake of water molecules on ice crystals in homogeneous freezing conditions is set equal to 0.7 (Skrotzki et al. 2013) ; for liquid particles, a value of unity is used. While the small water particles are spherical, a commonly observed shape of pristine ice crystals found in cold (< 250 K) cloud tops is that of hexagonal prisms (plates and columns) (Libbrecht 2005 
Discretization and numerical solution methods
To initialise the simulations, a size distribution of dry aerosol particle cores (here without immersion IN) is defined from which cloud droplets can be activated consistent with the prescribed dynamical forcing. Log-normal size distributions are employed with mean modal radii, rm, and geometric standard deviations (spectral widths), σ. Water may be added to the dry CCN cores to generate an initial cloud droplet size spectrum.
Core particle spectra are discretised according to their sizes, defining NP classes (labels) over a radius range spanning 4 standard deviations away from the modal radius. As water particles, they are allowed to grow and shrink to their exact sizes in a Lagrangian manner. Their growth is therefore numerically non-diffusive, a crucial feature for accurate simulations of droplet freezing.
Ice crystal spectra are discretised into NP grid cells (size bins).
In this study, we prescribe NP = 250 bins distributed within the radius range 0.01 − 1000 µm. Bin volumes within this range increase progressively by a factor 1.15. The moving-centre size structure with fixed bin edges and variable bin centres (Jacobson 1999 ) is implemented in primeICE to treat depositional growth and sublimation of cloud ice. It exhibits very little numerical diffusion.
The Lagrangian treatment of water particle growth along with a fixed size grid for ice crystals means that we need to locate the ice crystal bins-corresponding to the actual droplet (water plus core) sizes-into which droplets nucleate. (Jacobson 1999) . Those schemes do not require iteration, are exactly mass-conserving, unconditionally stable and highly accurate when using sufficiently small time steps. The APC scheme is applied to solve ice growth, whereas the APD scheme is used to solve water particle growth, since the water saturation vapour pressure over solution droplets-hence the amount of condensable vapour-depends on the amount of dissolved water.
Case studies
In KS16, we systematically studied how many ice crystals form homogeneously from a given population of cloud droplets across a wide range of updraught speeds, along with associated freezing temperatures. Below, we investigate further details of homogeneous ice formation in the warm cirrus regime with the help of simulations constrained by updraught speed and droplet parameters from aircraft measurements in deep convective cloud tops. We discuss two different simulation set-ups: a baseline case with and without effects of sedimentation using a prescribed cloud droplet spectrum (Section 3.1) and cases that capture effects of cloud droplet formation from activation of CCN prior to or along with homogeneous freezing (Section 3.2). Both updraught speed and CCN solubility are varied in separate sensitivity studies. showing various degrees of convective activity. We show the ice saturation ratio, S i = qv/q sat,i , the total (integrated over all sizes) ice crystal number concentration, n i , the mean (averaged over the size distribution) maximum ice crystal dimension, < L >, and the total ice water content, IWC = q i ρa. Cases without sedimentation (formally obtained by setting the layer depth, δz, to a very large value) are depicted as solid curves.
Baseline case
We first examine case B (Fig. 3) and depositional growth (favouring the smallest crystals). Around freezing-relaxation, < L > decreases as the majority of the droplets freeze. Finally, < L > increases again, but only slightly owing to the very low persistent supersaturation. The quasi steadystate ice supersaturation at higher levels scales ∝ w/(n i < r i >) (Korolev and Mazin 2003) .
Generally, the same interpretation holds in case BWEAK. A main difference is seen around freezing-relaxation. Freezing rates remain smaller than depositional growth rates, so that the resulting faster depletion of the vapour causes droplets to evaporate more quickly during freezing than in case B. This contributes to a rapid shutting off of the freezing pulse and a shallow ice nucleation layer (KS16), compare the evolutions of S i and n i . In case B, S i decreases less rapidly, since faster cooling leads to lower temperatures and associated higher freezing rates (now faster than the rates at which the growing ice crystals deplete the vapour) leading to continued ice production at higher levels, i.e., a broader freezing pulse. Furthermore, the evolution of < L > differs in both cases consistent with the differences taking place around freezing-relaxation. Mean sizes are larger due mainly to lower nucleated ice numbers.
Sedimentation losses are included in two additional simulations assuming a range of ice-supersaturated layer depths. Settling of ice crystals begins to affect the evolution of ice variables only at high levels (above the altitude marked by the circles in Fig. 3 ), after the ice crystals have grown to sufficiently large sizes. This implies that ice crystal settling hardly affects the homogeneous freezing process for updraught speeds around and above 0.6 cm/s, consistent with expectations (KS16). The largest crystals settle most rapidly, decreasing n i and IWC and slightly increasing This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Effects of CCN activation
It is not clear how often and how many cloud droplets actually reach cold outflow levels depending on cloud type, aerosol load and meteorological conditions. However, even if water droplets and CCN have been depleted in cloudy parcels arriving in these areas, entrainment of free tropospheric aerosol particles might replenish the CCN reservoir. Therefore, it is meaningful to carry out further studies (cases BCCN) that differ from case B regarding the initial water particle spectrum. Changes in this spectrum are brought about by lowering the initial relative humidity. Cloud droplets are then generated from liquid water-subsaturated air According to this discussion, two scenarios might be distinguished. First, in the high Sw-case BCCN 0.9, the CCN activation process is terminated (liquid water saturation is reached at ∆z = 300 − 400 m) before freezing-relaxation sets in (at ∆z ≈ 400 m). This implies that a concept similar to freezing-relaxation, coined activation-relaxation, determines the total number of cloud droplets and describes a situation analogous to the formation of contrails in jet aircraft exhaust plumes (Kärcher et al. 2015) .
Second, freezing-relaxation occurs before activation-relaxation is completed (low Sw-case BCCN 0.7 not showing a liquid water saturation stage), meaning that more water droplets could form for the given cooling rate in the absence of homogeneous freezing.
The most crucial factor deciding which scenario is realised for given CCN properties is the updraught speed.
It is instructive to examine the evolution of the parcel temperature. Figure 5 shows the development of T in cases B and BCCN. In case B, temperature declines initially along the liquid water (moist) adiabate at a lapse rate dT /dz ≈ −8.7 K km peak-vary over more than 2 K solely by changing the initial relative humidity, i.e., whether or not cloud droplets already exist or are produced by CCN activation. This adds to the marked dependence of the HFTs on updraught speeds (KS16). A few droplets already freeze at temperatures slightly warmer than the HFT, especially in case B where the freezing pulse is broadest, cp. Fig. 4 ; this effect diminishes in the case of CCN activation as Sw(t = 0) decreases. Figure 6 shows water particle and ice crystal size distributions at freezing-relaxation in the two cases BCCN. More than half of the CCN activate into cloud droplets in both cases (fewer in case BCCN 0.7 due to a lower peak supersaturation). The ice crystal size distribution is broader in case BCCN 0.9 because of the broader freezing pulse (Fig. 4) . In both cases, the total ice number concentration continues to increase only slightly at levels above freezing-relaxation. In case BCCN 0.9, evaporation is ongoing during freezing as indicated by the presence of CCN residing between their dry and activated sizes; the resulting cloud droplet mode is centered near 3 µm. In case BCCN 0.7, all unfrozen cloud droplets have evaporated to their cores already at freezingrelaxation.
Revisiting Fig. 4 , fewer ice crystals form in case BCCN 0.9 relative to B and CCN activation leads to a narrower cloud droplet distribution centered at an about two-fold lower mean radius at freezing-relaxation). As a result, the mean ice crystal size and ice water content are also lower. In case BCCN 0.9, n i is slightly larger than in the baseline case due to the lower HFT (Fig. 5), hence larger freezing rate. This leads to a rather low IWC and a significant further decrease of < L >.
Changes in ice crystal properties are almost negligible if the cloud droplets are activated from poor CCN (Fig. 6 ). This is due to the high updraught speed (w = 6 m s −1 ) and small sensitivity of ice formation on droplet properties in this case (KS16), so that most of the CCN activate almost regardless of the value of κ sol .
If w were lower, effects of CCN solubility on homogeneous ice formation would be more pronounced. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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In conditions of variable temperature histories, the water activity, aw, is a time-dependent, non-equilibrium quantity calculated using Eq. (1). Homogeneous freezing rate coefficients are extremely sensitive to small variations in aw; water activity and therefore freezing rate coefficients vary significantly across the CCN size spectrum (Haag et al. 2003) . Thermodynamic equilibration times for water vapour uptake on those particles scale ∝ r 2 ; fine aqueous aerosol particles (< 1 µm) equilibrate very rapidly with the gas phase (usually within one or a few model time steps); however, their water activity is small-they are more The activity-based rate coefficient for pure water droplets may be compared with a parametrisation inferred from laboratory measurements that is valid in a narrow temperature range around 235 K (Riechers et al. 2013 ). The latter is about 40 times smaller at T = 237 K than J(T, aw = 1) and the slope is similar in both cases. The slope is an important parameter as it determines the characteristic time scale, 1/(λdT /dt), of homogeneous freezing events (KS16). A more recent parametrisation has been developed for homogeneous freezing of pure water that is valid over a larger range of temperatures (Koop and Murray 2016) .
The sensitivity of homogeneously nucleated ice numbers between the different parametrisations is weak, which is a direct consequence of the freezing-relaxation mechanism. For instance, a 40-times lower value of J just means that the air needs to be cooled to a slightly lower temperature (about 1 K) to nucleate enough ice crystals quenching the supersaturation and shutting off freezing. At lower temperatures, ice crystal growth and hence supersaturation quenching is slower and droplet evaporation is also slower. Both tend to increase nucleated ice numbers.
As growth and evaporation rates change much less than J , the number of homogeneously nucleated ice crystals increases only slightly. For example, the difference in simulated peak n ivalues between both J-parametrisations in case B is about 10%, with n i ≃ 129 cm −3 when using Koop et al. (2000) and n i ≃ 140 cm −3 when applying Riechers et al. (2013) . This difference may serve as an indication of the uncertainty in current estimates of homogeneously nucleated ice number concentrations for given liquid water volume and cooling rate in the convective regime.
Appendix B: Ice crystals as hexagonal columns
The length of a hexagonal column is denoted by ℓ and the maximum span across the hexagon by 2a, the diameter of a 
Equation (11) is used to model ice crystal shape effects on the capacitance :
and on terminal fall speeds assuming a random falling angle approximation (Westbrook 2008) :
In Eq. (13), g is the acceleration due to gravity, ηa is the dynamic viscosity of air and m is the single ice crystal mass.
The maximum dimension of a column is given by
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Equation (14) is used in this study only to display size spectra for 
